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Night of the Kelpies
Sandy bets that he can spend the night at the Bay. It’s supposed to be haunted by Kelpies, but
Sandy doesn’t believe that rubbish. Until midnight strikes. And the Queen of the Kelpies comes for
him.
There are worse things than drowning …
A terrifying Scottish tale.
‘Exciting short story with large print and quite a few pictures to encourage newly developing or older
reluctant readers.’
Primary Times NY
‘These excellent titles go from strength to strength providing cracking reading ... With suitably scary
black and white illustrations it's an excellent short read.’
Val Bierman Carousel

Night of the Kelpies: Badger Collections for Reluctant Readers Best Books;
Books from Scotland Children's Choice Book of the Month
Night of the Kelpies (narrated by Charlotte Strevens) is also available as part of
Ulverscroft/Oakhill Publishing’s Read Hear series
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Sam is one of the Miners who live on Planet Hell, digging ore to power the Earth. It's a nightmarish
underground life. Going to the surface means death. Nothing can live there. And then one day, Sam
finds a note from the Surface, and learns that everything in his life is a lie.
A thought-provoking sci-fi story.

‘...a futuristic, nail-biting dystopian tale set in the labyrinthine underground tunnels of [Planet Hell] ...
Like his late father, teenage Sam works at mining ore under the authority of The Gang, who inflict
severe punishment on anyone who steps away from the rigorous rules. Instilled with horrific stories
of life above ground, nobody ever leaves. Except Sam … For age eight and an encouraging read
for reluctant older readers.’
Mary Arrigan The Irish Examiner
‘A thought-provoking science fiction story which will intrigue the reader.’
Parents in Touch - Books to Aid Reading
Planet Hell: Scottish Book Trust Book of the Month

